Best of the New Books added to the Santa Clara City Library Heritage Pavilion between April 2010 – March 2011

African-American Genealogy

And They Were Related, Too: A Study of Eleven Generations of One American Family by Vicki Welch [GS 929.2 C74]

Dred & Harriet Scott: Their Family Story by Ruth Ann Hager [GR 973.7115 H14]

American Revolutionary War

Last Muster: Images of the Revolutionary War Generation [GR 973.3 T24]

My Father Was a Soldier: The Real Daughters of the American Revolution [GS 929.373 D238]

California History

Angel Island: Immigrant Gateway to America [304.873 L47 Case & circulating copy in main stacks]

Bandido: the Life and Times of Tiburcio Vasquez by John Boessenecker [364.1 V33 & circulating copy in main stacks]

Captive of the Labyrinth: Sarah L. Winchester, Heiress to the Rifle Fortune by Mary Jo Ignoffo [979.474 W75 Case & circulating copy in main stacks]

Last of the Prune Pickers: A Pre-Silicon Valley Story by Tim Stanley [979.473 S78 Case & circulating copy in main stacks]

Mama’s Memoirs: Growing Up in the Santa Cruz Mountains by Margaret Louise Rapp Tarquinio [GR 979.471 T19]

Views of Morgan Hill: Postcards and Images of Morgan Hill, California [979.473 S21 Case & circulating copy in main stacks]

Willys Peck’s Saratoga [979.473 P36 Case]
California History – Images of America/Arcadia Publications

Early Los Altos and Los Altos Hills [979.473 M13 Case & main stacks circulating copy]
Filipinos in the East Bay [973.0499 F48 Case]
Russian San Francisco [979.461 Z39 Case]
San Jose (Postcard series) by Bob Johnson [979.474 J66 Case]
Saratoga [979.473 H15 & circulating copy in main stacks]

Canada

Dictionnaire Genealogique des Familles Canadiennes , Volumes 1-7 by L'Abbe Tanguay
{GS French 929.371 T16]

Dictionnaire Genealogique des families du Quebec des origins a 1730 be Rene Jette
[GS French 929.371 J58]

Erin’s Sons: Irish Arrivals in Atlantic Canada to 1863, Volume IV [GS 929.3715 P98]

Links to Your Canadian Past, Tome 1, Acadia and the Maritime Provinces by Peter Gagne [GS 929.371 G13]

Cemetery Records

Mountain View Cemetery Records, Santa Clara County, Mountain View, California:1888 to 1904: California DAR Genealogical Records Committee Report [GR 929.5 M928]

Civil War

Blue & Gray in Black & White: Newspapers in the Civil War [G 973.74 H31]

California Sabers: The 2nd Massachusetts Calvary in the Civil War [GS 973.7444 M16]

Eighteenth Missouri by Leslie Anders [GS 973.7478 A54]

Life during the Civil War by David Norris [GR & G 355 N85]
**Family Genealogies**

Four Goff Brothers of Western Virginia: A New Perspective on Their Lives [GS 929.2 G612]

**Germany**

Map Guide to German Parish Registers (added Volumes 26 through 32 to this series) [GR 929.343 H24]

**Great Britain**

Those Who Left the Dales [GS 929.3428 T52]

**How-To-Do It Guides**

Fashionable Folks Hairstyles 1840-1900 (using hairstyles to help date your family photos) [GR 929.1 T24 & circulating copy in main stacks]

Genealogy Gems: Ultimate Research Strategies by Lisa Louise Cooke [GR & G 929.1 C77]

History for Genealogists: Using Chronological Time Lines to Find and Understand Your Ancestors by Judy Jacobson [GR 929.1 J177]

Researching Your Colonial New England Ancestors by Patricia Hatcher [GR & G 929.1 H36]

Wanted! U.S Criminal Records: Sources & Research Methodology by Ron Arons [GS 929.1 A76]

Who Do You Think You Are?: The Essential Guide to Tracing Your Family History by Megan Smolenyak [GR & G 929.1 S66]

**Mississippi**

Family Maps of Scott County, Mississippi (Arphax Map Series) [GS 929.3762 B78]

**Native American**

Indian Deeds: Land Transactions in Plymouth Colony, 1620-1691 [929.374 B21]